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R*n No. 2767   Bantry Bay   Monday Sept 7 2020    Hares: Superglue & Col Sanders    

Great Posh R*n prepares 

Plunger for Presidency 
Out of the gloom at 6:29pm, soon-to-be-anointed-Trailmaster Little 

Sh*t warned that a housewife from hell was going to holler for a Covid marshal if the Posh 
pack dared enjoy her nature strip—again.  We don’t need to see her strip or marshal, we have our 
own, retorted soon-to-be-a-post-it-sticker, Superglue.  And so it proved.  With Coach Colonel Sanders 
they crafted an especially testing trail, aka The Great Posh R*n, reminiscent of The Great Nosh Race that had 
Arbitrator, Copra and Wally Grout begging for a swab.  

 
After a comforting collection of ks street running’ the outgoing Committee trail taskers took this opportunity to 
inflict one last cluster of pain on a patient pack—Currie Track in the heart of Garigal territory and Great Nosh 
terrain. Slick paused to honour Kanya Street with an elegant curtsy, before picking up the pace with Hanoi and 
Mole along the pipeline.   



 

Careening into Careebong Road, the pack was strung out like yesterday’s tampon until Ayatollah came to a 
screeching halt as he implored all to maximise Maxwell Pde, at the corner of Rhonda at which Bunny then 
stopped and genuflected, so help me.  

 



Along Currie and Cook Sts, the scent of curried fish breath, caused Sigma and Cinders to pause at the Open for 
Inspection and give serious consideration for the future to Tredinick Retirement Village, before heading into the 
notorious GNP’ s Currie Track; ankle-snapping rocks, crevices, and verges, loose gravel, stones and boulders, 
slippery and precipitous slopes and corrugations.   

 
It reminded: 

 Vegie of some cruel calculus he has faced in his time 

 Grape facing down the VC and top brass 

 Maximus of his recent rib-cracking wrenching 

 Kitty of his early days as a Rocky Mountie 

 Choice (soon-to-be-anointed Hash Cash..again) of 
rounding up his recalcitrant cattle 

 Smiley, when he crossed the border into Mexico,and 
Trump’s wall was just a redneck dream  

 Armslength (aka Handshake—not a word to the 
marshal) of the gruelling toll of recently turning 
___ty. 

 Krudd of a gash worse than shaving his gesturing 
hand in a recent bottling encounter 

 Dr Jekyll of the days when he was just a mild-
mannered evil medico 

 Yakkity (soon-to-be-elevated-to-the-much-sought-
after-role-as OnSec), when all news was real and not 
the fake of today 

 Frenchie of the time he attempted a leap off Lover’s 
Gap 

 Goonshow, when he discovered Eccles is really a 
sweet treat 

 Duckweave, soon-to-waddle off with his tail 
between his tipple 

 Druid of his recent pre-Covid trip to Germany (“I did 
nazi see that coming”) 

 Baron von Drut and his mate Genghis Khan XIX in 
outer and inner Mongolia 

 Mr Neat, who can’t get the image of Wrappa’s Fast 
& Furious stunt driving at the Games rehearsal out of 
mind 

 Bunny, who thought that nothing could beat his 
recent body beating 

 Molly, reminding him of the time the boy stood on 
the burning deck…  
        His pocket full of crackers 



        A burning beam fell from above 
        And hit him in the...golly Miss Molly 

 Jungle, who personally knew Tarzan, Jane, of 
course, and Cheetah 

 White Sh*t of the early days when he was widely 
known as just Futsal Sh*t 

 Slick, the stress suffered Googling and Oogling 
glamour for the guys 

 Goanna, when he single-handedly brought the 
Sydney Olympics to the world with a just some old 
farm machinery and spit 

 Flying Virgin of the tough time suffered when he 
was the last to receive his pizza 

 Ayatollah, who suffered physical damage when 
rolling in Hash slush funds, Unca Scrooge-like 

 Sunbeam, soon-to-be-appointed sommelier, 
fearfully following in the weaving footsteps of Duck 

 Wombat, when he was crack commando, not to 
mention on cocaine and ice (I said not to mention…) 

 Lost Patrol, thinking when he was the very first 
Poshman to find recognition of being OBE 

 Lurch who still remembers the trepidation of setting 
his first trail through Ku-ring-gai in 1967 

 Nureyev, and his time Mao’s Last Dancer at Wuhan 
before it went covert 

 
If that were not enough President Wanker and his crack Committee then hosted an AGM that even 
Dan Andrews would give the Donald J (for Genius) Trump award for the greatest event in Hashtory.   
 
Social distancing was administered by a genuine Covid Kelpie (behind the muzzle was the lovely Naomi from 
Northbridge Golf Club).  Cliques of past committeemen (looking at you, grandees in Red Shirts from Team 50) 
caused much jostling with Music sent to the back of the room, in the naughty corner (tho he didn’t get one, well 
not then anyway).  Saltpeter and Son of a Gun were driven to drink…just as well as they were going in that 
direction anyway. Calici, desperate to hit the stage, hit the stage, but luckily did no damage to the brick 
backdrop. E-Shit is still smarting after turning 70 this week..he hosted a great party virtually a senior citizens 
rock concert featuring The Little Seisure Band.  
 
It was great to have attending some we do not have the pleasure of very often:  
Vegie, Swampy, Wally, Dr Jekyll, Son of a Gun, General de Gaulle. 

 



 
Finally, the climactic conclusion to a memorably fine evening of fun, the serious business of dispensing 
appreciation.  All the recipients are in the Year Book 2019/20, which itself is the result of contributions by all the 
current committeemen and many others, and crafted excellently by Payling.  And a useful garment from Little 
Sh*t’s House of Hilfiger, to match our burgeoning wardrobe of Posh ensembles. The new Committee received an 
enthusiastic sitting ovation, and we all wish them great success and enjoyment as they tend to our every need: 

 President: Plunger 

 Hash Cash: Your Choice 

 OnSec: Yakkity Yak 

 Trailmaster: Little Sh*t 

 Hare Raiser: Cinderella 

 Sommelier: Sunbeam 

 Joint Master: Centerpoint 

 Joint Master: Scupper 

 Joint Master: Triple 7                                                                                                        

 

 
 
 



 
Where we went, big tnx to Superglue and  
Colonel Sanders.  Also to Photographer 
Slick, Map Man Choice, and the outgoing 
Wankers for coping in a difficult year that 
ended with a BIG FINISH! 
 
 
 
Duck issues a deep apology to those on the front right table  
as viewed from the stage, with respect of the 'mis-directed 
Covid virus',  which effectively took out a few bottles of red, 
and maybe also a glass or two. Any resemblance to the 
antics displayed by Djokovic at the US Open was purely 
coincidental. 

 
 
…OnOnTToc 
 

 
Next Monday’s Run…Most Memorable R*n of the new Posh Year (so far)… 

 
                                                                Sydney Olympics 20th Anniversary Event 

R*N START: MONDAY SEPTEMBER 14 @ 4:05PM    

                OLYMPIC PARK STATION 

ONON:          Hi Thai Restaurant (Tables of 4),  4 Dawn Fraser Ave, Sydney Olympic Park 

 
In the distinguished presence of newly-anointed President Plunger and his 2020 Olympian Committee.   
 
Your Hosts: Goonshow & TicToc 

WHY?   

 Re-visit, re-live, remember the “Best Games Ever”.  
See parts of Olympic Park you’ve never seen before (even if you’re a cyclist!).   

                Enjoy a socially-responsible bucket in a unique location..then be thrilled at the OnOn ambience… 
                all for the pre-Covid price of just $25.  
HOW DO I GET THERE? 

 Come by train, relax, and enjoy the euphoria over excellent Thai cuisine, excessive beverages and 
celebrities. 

                From Gordon take the 2:49pm; Chatswood 2:59; Nth Syd 3:12, Milsons Pt 3:14-change at 
Lidcombe to adjacent Platform O and be at Olympic Park start at 4:05pm. 
                (Leave your gear at the restaurant).   Return, every 10 minutes, say 7:32, 8:02, 8:12pm…. 

 By Car (best to pool): Free Parking for 2 hours in Olympic Blvd north from corner of Dawn 
Fraser Avenue (it’s free also after 7 pm in front of the restaurant). 

 
 


